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Department of Computer Science and Engineering, University of Dhaka, Dhaka – 1000, Bangladesh Abstract Usually undergraduate operating system course is taken in an abstract level. The typical OS lab experiments are based on applying the OS constructs as user process in a host environment, which is not very close to real OS design or implementation. Only practical works in the design and implementation of an operating system can greatly enhance the understanding of the core operating system concepts. This paper presents the design of a tiny operating system OS71, for the benefit of the novice learners to get the real grasp of operating system kernel internals. OS71, with a monolithic kernel and multitasking environment, incorporates the basic features of a protected mode operating system. OS71 is able to run on real hardware (x86 based PC’s) and also can be emulated by a x86 emulator. Though the approach of instructional operating system is not new, considering its transparent design and pragmatism, OS71 certainly is a step ahead than others. OS71, which is now under development, is going to implement other features which probably encompass all the fundamental operating system components upon the base system on its way to the future.



approach taken by Dickinson in [11]. An intermediate approach is to build student projects on top of the user mode of a host operating system. This approach is used by PortOS [1] and by Donaldson in [12]. This approach may expose some low-level hardware details by requiring students to implement a user space thread library. The Nachos kernel [19] is run on a host operating system, but its user processes are executed using a CPU simulator. A variation on the user-level approach is to use a Java Virtual Machine to run the student projects; examples of this approach can be found in [18]. Finally, projects may be run on real hardware. Perhaps the most famous instructional OS kernel for real hardware is Minix [17]. In this paper, the ‘coping with the real hardware’ method will be focused on the basis of a basic and simple operating system OS71 that runs on real hardware system. Development of OS71 becomes easier due to the existence of flexible x86 simulators like Bochs. Kernel modification, module adding and also debugging the kernel get very lucid with the use of emulator. So OS71 lets experimenters hack on the operating system components with minimum effort. The next sections portray the finer details of OS71.
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OS71 is a tiny kernel designed in a monolithic pattern. The basic functionalities in OS71 design are – • Interrupt handling • Threaded model process management • Fixed priority multilevel round robin scheduler • Process synchronization by binary semaphore • Buddy system for memory allocation scheme. • Simplified ext2 file system (SimExt2) • Video and keyboard driver. As OS71 eventually will be an open source software targeting x86 PC, so it is using the following free tools for development –



INTRODUCTION Gaining experience and expertise by working practically is the nature of computer science education. Working practically means to get the chance of realism of the text concepts. By this exercise, students are able to figure out the real system with the help of the conceptual blocks gathered prior from the textbooks. But in the particular field of learning operating system concepts, the situation is not so straightforward. The simplicity and realism tradeoff are the main obstructions for this. Many views exist along this continuum. A very high level approach is to simulate processes running on the operating system in terms of abstract actions, such as ‘compute’, ‘perform I/O’, and ‘map a page into virtual memory’. This is the
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Process Management The schedulable task entities are entitled as threads in OS71. Threads are often termed as lightweight processes in the operating system literatures [15, 16]. Several reasons work behind this design decision – thread model is easier to understand, design and implement than the process model and it is also suitable for this kind of small kernel. The thread structure is defined as follows – struct thread_struct { unsigned long esp; unsigned long elapsedTicks; struct thread_struct *owner; struct thread_struct *nextReady; void* stackMem; struct userThread_struct *uThread; int priority; int isUserThread; int state; struct tss_struct *ptss; struct mutex; struct semCondition; }; Regarding the thread structure, the esp field is to identify the position of stack pointer when the thread is suspended. The elapsedTick field is to determine for how long the thread is running. This field will be used by the scheduler. The owner and nextReady pointers are the backward and forward pointers of the thread. The uThread pointer points to a structure which defines the data structures needed to execute a user thread such as local descriptor tables (LDT) for code and data segment, LDT descriptor in the global descriptor table (GDT) and other segment selectors. Pointer stackMem points to the stack of the current thread. The priority field is used for the thread priority. So far the priority scheme is fixed or static. The isUserThread is to determine whether it is a user thread or a kernel thread. This field is nonzero for user threads and in the future this field would work like thread id for user threads (i.e. each user thread could be distinguished by its thread id). The state field is to determine the present state of the thread – currently only two states are designed – running and suspended. Processes that are not running currently will be regarded as suspended processes. This type of this field is integer rather than boolean, to keep the option of extending process states by enumeration. The task state segment (TSS) is pointed by the ptss pointer. The last two structures mutex and semCondition are used by the process synchronization hardware. For the kernel thread creation, a function is used for the basic declaration and thread body definition. User threads are created by the OS through a translation mechanism of user programs. A memory pool is defined for user programs, and user programs are confined into that pool to restrict the unauthorized access in the kernel address space. OS71 has a file system, so user programs are not limited by any means.



NASM assembler [13] GCC cross compiler [5, 7] BOCHS emulator [2] NEWLIB C library [14]
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Figure 1. System startup flowchart OS71 is booted from a floppy. The boot sector in the floppy loads the setup program in 9000h address. The setup program did various system initializations, like creation of GDT, IDT. In short the setup program did every kind of bookkeeping necessary to switch to protected mode. Then the system jumps from the setup program to the main function i.e. the kernel entry point. Then, other initializations like file system driver loading, memory management module initialization are done and the normal execution of the kernel starts (Figure 1).
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Scheduling OS71 uses a fixed priority based multilevel scheduling. Threads of equal priority are scheduled in a round robin fashion. So a thread stops running for two reasons – it has finished its execution or voluntarily has stopped execution, secondly it is preempted by the scheduler to give another thread the CPU time. The simple scheduler uses the timer interrupt to take various scheduler decisions. The threads which are preempted or waiting for running are queued in a wait queue.
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Thread Synchronization Kernel thread synchronization in OS71 is done using binary semaphores. By far it is the simplest solution. Two structures mutex and semCondition are maintained per process to implement this scheme of process synchronization. Mutexes are used to mediate exclusive access to data structures shared by multiple threads. Variable semCondition allows threads to wait for a condition to be satisfied, or to signal that a condition has been satisfied. Figure 2. Layout of memory space



Inter Thread Communication Elegant Inter process communication is not implemented in OS71. The communication between user programs and kernel are done by system call interface. The results of system calls, if necessary, are returned in processor registers. For data transfer between user and kernel space, two separate functions copyToKernel and copyFromKernel are used.



A list of lists of free space is maintained. The first list is the 1 byte blocks, the second the 2 byte blocks, then the 4 byte blocks, etc. When a request is made, the size is rounded up and a search made of the appropriate list. If there is nothing allocated, a search is made for the next largest hole, and so on until a block is found that can be used. This search can be done quickly. A block that is too large is split into two. Each part is known as the ``buddy'' of the other. When it is split, it is taken off the free list for its size. One buddy is placed on the free list for the next size down and the other is used, splitting it again if needed. For example, suppose a request is made for a 3 byte piece of memory and the smallest free block is 32 bytes. It is split into two 16 byte buddies, one of which is placed on the 16 byte free list. The other is split into two 8 byte buddies, one of which is placed on the 8 byte list. The other is split into two 4 byte buddies, one of which is placed on the 4 byte free list, and the other block is used. When a piece of memory is released, it is placed back on the appropriate free list. Here now is the trick: two free blocks can only be combined if they are buddies, and buddies have addresses that differ only in 1 bit. Two 1 byte blocks are buddies if and only if they differ in the last bit, two 2 byte blocks are buddies if and only if they differ in the 2nd bit, and so on. So it is very quick to find out if two blocks can be combined. The advantage of the buddy system is that allocating and de-allocating memory are both fast operations. The major disadvantage is internal fragmentation.



Memory Management As OS71 does not use paging, all kernel code runs using physical address. The memory is divided into two spaces. The kernel space is placed at lower memory addresses and the user space is placed at remaining memory. By default some memory is reserved for bios. The figure below shows the division of memory space. The bootsector places the kernel at address 9000h and the setup code and data is placed at address 7C000h. Entering into the kernel the setup code and data are no longer needed and its memory is reclaimed.



Error! At address 0 the segment is defined as BIOS data, which is used to store the system hardware configuration detected during the Power-On Self-Test. Physical address ranging from 000a0000h to 000fffffh defined as ISA hole, which is reserved for BIOS routines and to map the internal memory of ISA graphics cards (the source of well-known 640KB addressing limit in the first MS-DOS system). The allocation algorithm used here is called BUDDY system. This uses a trick on the way numbers are stored - in binary. In this system, memory is only allocated in units that are powers of two. So if 3 bytes are requested 4 is got, and if 129 bytes are requested 256 is
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Data Block Its size is equal to 1 disk block. It keeps the actual information of a file. Each block is numbered sequentially starting from 1. So each block can accessed uniquely. Inode When a file or a directory is created a data structure is created for that which keeps the vital information such as the file size, the creation of time. Each inode size is of 64 bytes. The table of the inode table is given below – Table 1. Fields of a SimExt2 Disk Inode Type Field _ _u16 i_mode _ _u16 i_uid _ _u32 i_size _ _u32 i_creation_ti me _ _u32 i_access_time _ _u32 i_modify_tim e _ _u32 i_block



Figure 3. Buddy system overview FILESYSTEM The OS71 file system is a very simplified version of ext2 file system [3] of Linux which is named as SimExt2 (implying simplified Ext2). Since it is an educational operating system, only the essential features are included in the design. Its flavor of ext2 will help anyone to understand better the ext2 and even improve the SimExt2 adding many more features. It has the directory support. The directory is also seen as a file.



Time when file was accessed Time when file was modified Pointers to data blocks 8 direct, 1 single, 1 double



The i_block is an array of 10 pointers to data block. The first 8 pointers point to directly the actual data block. The next single indirect pointer point to a data blocks which has 256 inode pointers. The next double indirect pointer point to a data blocks which has 256 single level pointers (Table 1).



Disk Data Structures



Inode Table The inode table has all the inodes for files.



In simExt2 the whole disk is divided into optimal block sizes of 4096 bytes which will be frequently referred as a disk block. The whole disk is dividing in parts logically. These are: • Boot Block. • Super Block. • Data block bitmap. • Inode bitmap. • Inode Table. • Data Blocks. The size of each of the boot block and super block is equal to 1 disk block (4096 bytes). Boot Super data block Inode Bloc block bitmap W bitmap X k blocks blocks



Description File type & access rights Owner’s Identifier File Length in bytes Time when inode was created



Inode Block bitmap The free or used inode block is referred by a single bit.



Super block The super block keeps the overall information of the file system like the total number of the data blocks, the number of free inode blocks and some others. The following table of the super block describes the whole structures. Here, the __u8, __u16, __32 refer unsigned 8bit, 16-bit, 32-bit integers respectively (Table 2).



data Inode tables Y blocks X blocks blocks



Data block The data blocks store the actual data. Disk blocks bitmap The disk block bitmap is used to identify the used or free blocks inside the disk. So 1 disk block refers to 4096 * 8 = 32768 blocks.



Figure 4. Logical Disk memory division of SimExt2 The size of the other divisions will depend on the total size of the hard disk.
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embedded in the kernel to execute user processes. Hardware simulation reduces the time required for edit, compile, debug and of course it prevents system from occasional crash. But, on the other hand, it requires extra coding which creates practical and conceptual difficulties. And no doubt the educator is also deprived of the real taste of low level implementation, as Nachos hides the low level details from the programmer. Minix runs on real hardware; however, it is a complete operating system implementation, with over 30,000 lines of source code in the kernel alone. Other such operating systems like OS/161 and Topsy runs on a custom MIPS hardware emulator, System/161 having more kernel functionality and a proper C library. GeekOS, in the base system does not support any file system and so it lacks the proper protection of kernel from user programs. OS71 is based on x86 architecture rather than MIPS hardware like Topsy and OS/161. Development tools for x86 architecture are more available than its RISC counterparts. Again Topsy is a microkernel design, where as OS71 follows monolithic kernel pattern. As OS71 design includes file system module, so its prototype system has the more complete functionality than GeekOS.



Table 2. Super Block Structure of SimExt2 Type _ _u32 _ _u32 _ _u32 _ _u32 _ _u32



_ _u16 _ _u16 _ _u16



Field s_inode_count s_block_count s_free_inodes_count



Description Total number of inodes Total number of blocks Total number of free inodes s_free_blocks_count Total number of free blocks s_first_inodes Number of the first inode(Root Directory), which is always 1 s_state Status flag of the operating system s_errors error flag s_inode_size size of a inode



Inode block bitmap The inode block bitmap is used to identify the used or free inodes. Directory structure The directory structure of the OS71 follows the structure of ext2. A directory is simply a file, which stores the some information of the file such as the inode numbers, the name of the file (Table 3).



FUTURE SCOPE OS71 can incorporate new features in several areas. For example, paging and virtual memory system can be implemented in the memory management module. This kind of improvement can also be done in case of scheduler – such as multilevel feedback queue scheduler with dynamic priority scheme, file system – such as enhanced ext2. Another major area of improvement is message based interprocess communication. An ambitious future goal is to incorporate a C compiler as user program. While improving for future it should be also taken into account that how far the base system should be improved. As this is an instructional operating system, the base system should not be loaded by any bulky features and that kind of development should be left to the experimenters of OS71. To make the story short – in the future the base system will contain all the fundamental components of an operating system, but in a rudimentary level, so that it is basic and simple enough for development.



Table 3. The fields of a directory structure of SimExt2 Type __u32 __u8[28]



Field i-node File_name



Description The node number of a file name of a file



A new directory will have three entries by default. The entries are for its own, its parent and the root directory. A sample directory is given below (Table 4). Table 4. Default entries of a directory of SimExt2 i-node number 10 50 1 100 200 …….



name of the file . .. / download Readme.txt …….



CONCLUSION From the continuing effort of developing OS71, some valuable experiences gained. As the members of the developer group of OS71 consist of both instructor and students, so the observations fall into two categories. From the instructor’s point of view, while developing OS71 the enthusiasm of the developer students is notable. This kind of practical implementation made the students more comfortable and responsive in theoretical operating system class. From the participating students’ point of view, the development track for OS71 is laborious, but at



RELATED WORKS A significant number of instructional operating system kernels have been developed over the last two decades. The best known are Nachos [19], Minix [17], Topsy [6], OS/161 [4] and GeekOS [8, 9]. Nachos provides a very minimal set of services upon which students build more complex features. However, it uses a CPU simulator
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